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Communing
with nature
on St Kilda

WILD: The seascape leaving St Kilda and (right) a gannet on Boreray

Life’s resident walk expert Bob Clare shares his
adventures at the edge of the British Isles

Geoff
ashworth,
andy
Burton and
Bob Clare
on St Kilda

A

round about 1pm on the last Friday in trip to St Kilda is weather dependent.
May I reached the top of Conachair,
Orca II cruises at 18 knots and has a top
the highest point of Hirta, the main
speed of 29 knots, but it still takes almost
island of the St Kilda group. There
three hours to reach the islands which lie 40
were friends with me – Geoff Ashworth and
miles west of the Outer Hebrides. The weather
Andy Burton – to celebrate.
may have been good enough for us to go but
This was the climax of years of planning and
it didn’t allow us to see our destination until
one of the great moments of our lives. Our
about 10 miles out when Boreray appeared
photo was taken by a fellow visitor, Charlie
out of the mist. Perhaps a third of the size of
from... Scarisbrick, Lancashire!
the main island Hirta, and a little lower at its
You go to the very edge of the British Isles and highest point, 379m, it nevertheless impresses
bump into someone who lives just down the
as an outlier of the main group.
road.
Beyond Boreray, Hirta loomed. We rounded
St Kilda did not disappoint, though it did surthe huge cliffs below Oiseval to reach Village
prise. While the last permanent residents were
Bay. We were quickly tendered ashore, and
evacuated 80 years ago this year, there is an
after a brief chat with the deputy warden, set
almost intrusive
off to explore
human presence
the island. St
today.
Kilda owes
Within ﬁve minits dual World
utes of landing
Heritage site
we were perstatus for its
turbed to hear an
natural and
engine start up
cultural sigand then see a
niﬁcance. We
Landover driving
did the natural
on a road up to
bit ﬁrst. Walkthe radar station
ing through
on Mullach Mór.
the remains
Since the mid
of the village,
1950s there has
we headed up
been a Ministry
to a feature
of Defence post
called the
on Hirta which
Gap on the
accounts for the
skyline.
view
from
Mullach
Mor
BLeaK:
The
rather characterThe Gap
less cabins close
was well named for it provides an alarming
to the pier.
viewpoint for looking at the tallest cliffs in the
Moreover as a dual world heritage site it atBritish Isles. Cliffs that are home to thousands
tracts working parties of conservationists and
of seabirds, mainly fulmars and kittiwakes.
archaeologists over the summer months.
It was from the Gap that we made our way up
There is even a shop! It is not Primark or Marks the steep sided slopes of Conachair and then
and Spencers but you can buy postcards and
crossed to the radar station on Mullach Mor.
souvenirs.
Although relatively easy walking, it was an
We had been taken to St Kilda on Orca II, a
area of hazard in that it was guarded by
55ft motor cruiser skippered by Angus Campgreat sSkuas who clearly objected to people
bell of Kilda Cruises one of two ﬁrms in Levertreading on their patch. One couldn’t help be
burgh, Harris, that specialise in taking visitors
reminded of Alfred Hitchcock’s horror ﬁlm “The
to the archipelago. Making a booking is no
Birds” as we were dive bombed. Each of us
guarantee you will actually get there since any
had our Tippi Hendren moment. Once by the
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After ﬂoodwaters
comes the calm
i

The result underpins decades of attention
can honestly say it’s the ﬁrst time
to detail on the part of owners. Quirkiness
I’ve ever sat on a loo – lid down it
is as much part of the package as the
should be made clear – just to
lavish creature comforts, all elegance yet
watch colours dancing on the wall
informality, from the visitors checking in,
opposite. Well, that’s if you exclude a few
to the local ducks checking out their own
hangovers...
landing stage for the daily organised,
But more of the Lakeside Hotel’s aurora
feeding ceremony. As an extra quackers
borealis of Lakeland bathrooms later.
touch, each bathroom boasts resident
Firstly, wish yourselves here. It’s hard to
duck, staff learning to turn a deaf ear to
imagine a more perfect location yet so
muted protest quacks from plastic ducks
easily accessible from the Fylde. We’re
departing within suitcases.
on the banks of Windermere, yet a far cry
Lots of clever ideas but with none of the
from the hustle and bustle of that Blacksmugness of some country house hotels
pool-with-hills: Bowness.
where one feels alA grand hotel occupies
most grudged a room.
the sweep of bank
Here all-embracing
adjacent to the spot
hospitality starts with
where day trips by
Must-sees include The Lakes
the chap parking up
traditional launch and
Aquarium, Windermere
your car, and conveynearby steam engines Lake Cruises, Lakeside and
ing your luggage, to
depart. People take
Haverthwaite railway, all opposite
the eventual check
morning coffee, lunch, the hotel, along with bike hire.
out. If hospitality is the
and afternoon tea in
It’s a short drive to Holker Hall,
hallmark of this four
the grounds overlookgardens and Lakeland motor mustar hotel, the staff are
ing the lot, on a sunny
seum, and attractions too such as
ﬁve star.
day, and retreat within the miniature village at Flookburgh,
Our room, one of 75,
the conservatory, or
the Quaker tapestry tea rooms of
generously propororiginal 17th century
Kendal, South Lakes Wild Animal
tioned, adorned with
coaching inn for apePark, and Stott Park Bobbin Mill.
designer fabrics and
ritifs, prior to dinner at
The glorious Great Knott Wood is
wall coverings, is a
one of two stylish reson the hotel’s doorstep.
contemporary, deluxe
taurants, one a delightLakeside Hotel, Lake Winderdouble, overlooking
fully chic brasserie, the
mere, Newby Bridge, Cumbria,
the garden, with a
other a more formal
LA12 8AT, phone 015395 30001,
view of the lake. Some
restaurant.
or www.lakesidehotel.co.uk.
rooms have their own
Stop the world, this
gardens - how wonis where you get off.
derful. Throw in a terrace and it invites
Lakeside Hotel, Newby Bridge; and such
you to linger, drink in the view, before
have been the herculean labours on the
chilling in the white marble bathroom,
part of owners, staf and restorers that it’s
with its marvellous play of ambient lights;
even harder to imagine that, less than a
great fun for a child of the ‘60s.
year ago, the only guest present was an
A private function room in similar vein is
uninvited one: Windermere itself.
in marked contrast to the coaching inn,
The hotel was ﬂooded for the ﬁrst time
entered via secret door, for a swift half of
in living memory last November after
Old Peculiar. After a swim and self-induldownpours swelled the River Leven and
gent spa sojourn, we sample the Ruskin
Windermere, water rising up through the
brasserie for dinner and Lakeview Resﬂoors. It was one of the worst hit propertaurant for breakfast, food delicious, well
ties, and all shared the horror at all that
presented, no massive mark-up on wine.
beauty, and heritage, under threat. Had it
We retreat to a tranquil corner, an oak
happened in the south, there would have
panelled library, and revel in the luxury of
been a national disaster appeal.In the
feeling looked-after, and, ultimately, leave
north, locals just got on with the salvage,
rebuilding, retrieving, restoring, replacing, feeling as refreshed as had we been on
holiday for a week.
and where necessary reinventing, cherJacqueline Morley
ished period pieces, fabulous ﬁttings.

FACTFFILE
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FACTFFILE
getting there
By air: Flybe daily ﬂights from Glasgow
l
and Inverness to Stornoway. Hit www.
ﬂybe.com

Public transport: There are good bus
l
links throughout the islands though
Sunday services are severely restricted

our welcome and its sublime location on
the shores of a freshwater loch.Hit www.
grimisdale.co.ukl

Accommodation:
A range of B&B and guesthouse
accommodation in Leverbugh and
Tarbert.
We stayed at Grimisdale Guest House
and highly recommend it for the warmth of

Kilda Cruises operate between early
l
May and September. Early booking is
recommended. Hit www.kildacruises.co.uk

l
By sea: Caledonian MacBrayne operl
ate a ﬂeet of car and passenger ferries
to the Outer Hebrides. Hit www.calmac.

co.uk

radar station, the danger receded.
There is a large colony of pufﬁns on Hirta
but during the time we had, we were not
able to locate it.
After descending to a viewpoint overlooking
Dún, a narrow isle so close to Hirta that it
seems attached to it, we dropped down to
the village.
Main Street arcs round a few hundred
metres from the shore and comprises two
types of structure –the shells of the houses
from the time of the evacuation, which had
been erected in the 1860s and the much
older Blackhouses, the traditional dwellings
of the Hebrides.
Closer to the pier six houses have been reroofed. One serves as a museum while the
others are used by members of the working

parties. What was particularly moving about
the ruined houses was that in each of these
was a small hand painted plaque naming
the last resident to live there before they
were taken off the island.
By this simple method a connection was
made with the lives of the St Kildans 80
years ago.
More poignant was the graveyard lying
behind the middle of the street. Here generations of St Kildans were buried beneath
plain and unmarked headstones. Life was
hard on this remote island and not many of
its folk lived to old age.
The islanders led a unique and dangerous way of life. The whole economy was
based on the harvesting of seabirds and
seabirds eggs. Until the beginning of the
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Other useful websites: wwww.visit.
hebrides.com and www.kilda.org.uk

20th century there was sufﬁcient value in oil
and feathers to support a community that
went back hundreds of years. To reach the
birds and their eggs, the men had to be
highly skilled climbers risking their lives on
the high cliffs, crags and sea stacks of the
island group.
The work of the cragsmen was governed by
the seasons and the migratory habits of the
seabirds, and particularly directed by the
Parliament which convened outside the post
ofﬁce. Here all the able bodied men would
meet to decide upon the day’s activities.
For the St Kildans it was a way of life that
could not be sustained. By the early years
of the last century, the writing was on the
wall. Feathers and seabird oil no longer
had a market. One of the biggest factors

l

The Orca II the St Kilda motor cruiser
in its decline was its place as a tourist attraction for
steam cruises from the mainland. The St Kildans fell
in love with money to such an extent that they made
themselves unpopular in the places where they
were resettled. In August 1930 the last St Kildans
were taken off Hirta and the islands were left to the
birds and the sheep.
Around about 4pm we were taken off and with
Angus at the helm we went across for a closer
look at Boreray and its vast colonies of gannets,
fulmars and kittiwakes. As well as being enthralled
by a wildlife spectacle of awesome proportion, this
increased our admiration for the St Kildans of long
ago who scaled the cliffs to carry out their grim
harvest.
And then it was time to return to Leverburgh. With
better visibility Andy, Geoff and I stood for a long
time to watch the islands at the edge of the worldslip over the horizon.
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